
We asked the community to rate aspects of the 
design and operation of the shuttle.

Attractiveness of exterior 
Quality of exterior

On-board chaperone
Shuttle size

Shuttle stops
Boarding and disembarking

Attractiveness of interior
Quality of interior

Smoothness of ride
Interior lighting

Atmosphere on-board
Level of crowdedness

Number of seating
 Quality of seating

Luggage storage space

Shuttle speed

Ability to find information about the  
shuttle schedule

Findings:
Community members were positive about the design of 
the shuttle. However, due to the scope of the trial real-
time schedule information was not available and the 

shuttle was required to move at a slow speed.
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  KARRAGARRA ISLAND SMART SHUTTLE TRIAL
The aim of this research was to evaluate passenger and community perceptions of  

the smart shuttle relating to safety and user experience. 

November 2019 to March 2020 

On-board chaperone

20kms/hr travel speed

Autonomously monitored the environment and 
manoeuvred along a 2km route

Over 900 passengers 

Community 
members

(15 people)

We asked community members and 
passengers to rate their perception 

of the shuttle post-trial.

Passengers
(14 people)

Shuttle performance

Ease of use

Social desirability

Support availability

Enjoyment

Intention to use in future

Safety

Trustworthy

Would recommend to others

Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree

Findings:
Overall, passengers rated the experience as being very positive, 

and community member’s perceptions were mostly positive.

We asked the community to rate their 
agreement with perceptions about the use of 

autonomous shuttles within Australia.  

Throughout the trial, most agreed 
that benefits would arise from using 
autonomous shuttles within Australia.  

They were most positive about the 
environmental benefits.

Throughout the trial, most were neutral 
in regards to concerns about using 
autonomous shuttles within Australia.  

They were most concerned about 
shuttles being vulnerable to vandalism 
or graffiti.

We thank our partners for their support 
of this research project.


